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ABSTRA':T 
Salinity and ~ater Potential Sensor for 
Evaluation of Soil Water Quality 
by 
Melvin D. :-;ampbell, }1astP r of Science 
Utah State University, 19 69 
Major Professor: Dr. R. J. HaGks 
Department : Soils and Neteorology 
The o bjective of this study was to evaluate response 
times of a salinity sensor and a soil psychrometer. In-
fluences of pressure , temperature and molar concentration 
cl1anges wer-e to be measured. 
Salinity sensor respouse times ranged from 50 to 130 
minutes during solution adsorption while desorption re -
sponse times were perhaps te n times as long. Temperature 
affected both response times and equilibrium values , but 
pre ssure did not affect e ither. 
Soil psychrometer response times r anged from from 40 
to 80 minutes for either adsorption or desorption of solu-
tion. Hm~ever, other factors prouauly related to indirect-
ness of measurement made the soil psychr.cmeter fail to 
re flect osmotic pote ntial. Both pressure a nd temperature 
effects were significant. 
Compar i sons be tween l".ypot!"!e tical soil 'vater infiltration 
tirres and sensor r espo nse times toge ther '" i th soil psycilrom-
cter failure led to the conclusion that t he salinity sensor 
may be us eful while t he soil ps ychraneter would probably 
not be useful for return-floH water quality control. 
(611 pages) 
I TRODUSTION 
Water Loss and Degradation 
Perhaps twenty to seventy percent of the water diverted 
from a river for irrigation is lost to the intended user 
through at least one of the following: 
l. evaporation 
2. seepage from diversion structures 
3. ex cess irrigat ion. 
Concern is directed toward the latter two losses men -
tioned above because such water dissolves and suspends 
substances found in soils through which it passes. 
Poss i bly as much as thirty percent of the water divert-
ed from a river may return to that river as drainage water 
downstream , carrying additional dissolved solids. Such 
return water \Jith its attendant increased salinity is less 
fit for downstream usc than it would have been had it not 
been diver ted. Thus, by diversion, water quality may be 
de graded by leaching of soil salts. Such leaching repeated 
along a water course may render a stream unfit for agri-
cultural use . For example Thorne and Peterson (1954) 
r eported a substantial increase in salinity of ~olorado 
river water between Glenwood Springs , Colorado and Hoover 
Dam, 341 to 66 5 ppm, respect ive ly. 
2 
Control of Loss and Der, r a da tion 
At le a st ~NO t hing s could be done to improve water 
quality do<<~ nstream: first, eliminate seepage and evaporative 
losses from diversion systems by using closed ducts to carry 
the water to farms; second, manage water application and 
drainage on the farm to optimize water and associated salt 
inflow a nd outflow. Th e second possibility for control will 
require the use of water and salt sensors . 
Salinity measurement and control within the soil may be 
accomplished provided that adequate salinity sensors are 
availab le. A sensor must provide short response time 
capa bility and precision with accuracy reproducible and 
traceab le to some accepted standard. L ow cost over time 
would also be an essential quality. A few salinity sensors 
are available but they have not been widely used or teste d, 
especia lly t h ose that are capable of measuring salinity in 
place. 
Water measurement and control in the soil will demand 
precision, accuracy , repeatability and traceability to an 
accepted standard, coupled with short response time . An 
irrigation me thod must be so chosen that application time 
can be c a refully controlled. Instrume nts are availab le for 
meas ure ment of soil water that have bee n widely us ed and 
tested. 
3 
Puroose and Limits of this Study 
This investigation is intended to determine the equilib-
rium time characteristics of the Richards (196 6) salinity 
sensor and the Rawlins and Dalton (1967) field psychrometer 
under varying temperatures, pressures and salt concentrations. 
Preliminary tests with lysimeters showed that the two 
sensors gave variable results which made interpretation 
difficult. It t~as apparent that further knowledge of sensor 
characteristics was needed before results would be useful in 
the field. 
The salinity sensor developed by Richards (1966) 1 will 
be tested in fixed temperature and fixed pressure environ-
ments using five salt concentr~tions which will exceed the 
salt range normally encountered in either water or soil. 
Equilibrium times will be measured following transfer of 
sensors from pure water to salt solution, and the reverse. 
Stress will b~ applied by pressure in a pressure plate, and 
equilibrium off-set effects will be measured. 
The soil psychrometer developed by Rawlins and Dalton 
(1967) 2 will be subjected to at least ~vo different tempe r-
atures and pressures for each salt concentration , and equil-
ibrium time will be measured, first from pure water to 
solution and then reverse . 
lManufactured by Soil Hoisture Equipment Company of 
Santa Barbara, California. 
2Hanufactured in a modified form by E. c. Campbe)...l of 
Logan, Uta .. . 
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REVI £W OF LITERA'l'URE 
Principles of Soil Systems 
Use of thcrmodyna~ics for this study 
According to Mahan (1964 , p. l), "Thermod ynamics pro-
vides the most general and efficient methods for studying 
and understandi ~g complex physical phenomena. The 
necessity of dealing with bulk matter in this study without 
access to tools other than those of thermodyna~ics makes 
their use not only desirable but essential . Mahan (1964, 
p. l) states that, "The properties of matter which are so 
obvious to us are called Macroscopic properties, and they 
are, naturally, the first features we use to describe a 
physical situation." Thus, thermodynamics may well provide 
the most desirable tools to use for the sake of adequate 
description. Holvever, during the course of this study, 
more than simple the rmodynamics became necessary for adequate 
description of phenomena observed. Such description will ap-
pear in the discussion to follow. Neve rtheless, thermody-
namics will furnish the principle analytical tools for eval -
uating the operation of the soil psychrometers and salinity 
sensors. Such evaluation is the central purpose of this 
study. 
Attention will center on the Gib~s free energy function 
as it relates to chemica l pote ntial, water potential and 
osmotic pressure. 
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No attempt will be made to establish a theoretica l basis 
or justification for tile mathematical material used. Hot~ -
ever, the work and conclus ions of others will be dra\~n from , 
and their conclusions will be rel ie d on as f ar as agreement 
appears unanimous. 
Therm odynamic functions useful in 
soLi s ystems analysLs 
Edlefsen and Anderson (1943, p. 31) state that , "Prob-
ably the most useful thermodynamic funct io n , as far as the 
student of soil moisture is cone ned, is fre e energy." 
However, chemical pote ntial, p, osmotic pressure, 'Tl", and 
water potential, If', are probably just as importan t as free 
energy , G, in t his paper. 
Following is a tabulated set of equations sh ow i ng re-
lation of Gibbs free energy to othe r thermodyn amic fu nctions . 
Definit ions: w 
q 
E 
G 
s 
T 
v 
p 
Relationships : E 
G 
dG 
dS 
=work 
heat 
= internal e nergy 
Gibbs free energy 
entropy 
absolute temperature 
volume 
press ure 
q + w 
= E + PV - TS 
-SdT + VdP 
dq (rev) 
'£ 
One must keep in mind that not all authors use the 
same symbols , even th ough equivalent r elat ionships p e r sist . 
While Moore (1962) used G f or Gibbs free energy, Edlefsen 
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and Anderson (1943) used f, and still others have used F . 
Nevertheless , equivalent mathematic a l and physic a l relation -
ships appear to hold . 
Relati0 11 of thermodynamic fu nctions 
to each other 
Slatyer (1967, p. 20) iden tified chemical potential, p, 
in terms of pressure by "J.li - J.l~ = RT ln Pi/Pi 0 where 
~~ and P~ are the chemic a l potential a nd partial gas pres -
sure , r espectively, of the ith componen t in t he pure phase 
at the reference t emperature and pressure." But Moore (1962) 
shows that Jli = ( ~.) T P . where G is Gibbs free energy n~ , ,n J 
and ni is t t1e number of moles of t he ith component . He t he n 
shows that t r e total differential for Gibbs free energy, G, 
is dG = -SdT + VdP + LJli dni. 
According to S ;<tye r (1967 , p. 21), water potential, \f, 
is r elated to c hemical potential in the following wa y: 
(J.lw - )l~) 
Vw 
where p1~ is ambient chemical potential of water, ~ is 
(1.47) 
chemical potential of wat e r in the standard state and V is 
the partial molal volume of water . Then Slatye r (1967, p . 25) 
defines osmotic pressure , 1T, as "the equilibrium pressure 
difference ( Peq - pO) " a nd sh01·1s the relation of rr 
to pre ss ure and water activity by -rr = -.:~? ln ~~· in which 
v 
Ow is equivalen t to P/P 0 as sho~om above . This assumes 
t hat water vapor acts as an ideal gas . 
Relation of ther.aodyn = ic fu .1ctions 
to a s ystem 
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Now that the relations of thermodynamic functions to 
each other have been shmvn , their r elations to a system will 
be considered . 
Perhaps b vo kinds of systems need to be distinguished, 
The first kind is a closed S}TStem in which no mas s transfe r 
can t ake pl ace , but the closed system does not pertain to 
this study. The second is its complemen t, the ope n system, 
in which mass transfer can take place and commonly does. 
Moore (1962, p. 98) observes that such an equation as 
dG = -SdT + VdP +~Pi d ni applies to an "open system" so 
that dni can be either adde d to or removed from the system. 
Further , he notes that at constan t temperature and press ure 
"dG = ~)li dni" a nd states that such an equatio n will apply 
to each phase of a multiple phase system (Moore, 1962, p. 99). 
He says t hat add ing or r emoving d ni may occur simply bebveen 
phases withi n a system. 
Alth ough equilibrium is required for the above equations 
to hold, suc cess ive measurements of sensor status 1vill indi-
c ate when t hat equi li brium i s being app roached , and such 
me asurements c an indic ate how r apidly the sensors respond 
to gradients imposed by non-equilibrium condition s . One 
might wish to discard thermod ynamics here were it not for 
t he fact that equilibrium cond itions and the time required 
to esta blish them must be measured. The only known way to 
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ascertain that equilibrium does in fact exist is to prove by 
successive measurements that there is no further tendency for 
a system to c hange with time. Equilibrium will exist only at 
the end poi nts of measurement or not at all in this study. 
The r e l at ion of thermodyn amic 
functLons to se nsor operatLon 
The soil psychrometer requires a constan t temperature 
environment be ca use it measures infinitesimal temperature 
depre ssions as a function of water vapor diffusion r ate fol-
lowi ng equilibrium upset. The psychrometer operation will 
be discussed in detail later , but, at present, the dependence 
of the soil psychrometer response on constant temperature , 
con s t ant pressure and constant molar composition of the 
liquid phase at equilibrium with its complementary vapor 
phase can scarcely be over stated. 
The salinity s ensor depends on constant compos ition of 
ions mobilized by externa l electromotive force , and the 
sensor c annot, therefore, demonstrate the status of a solu-
tion with which it is not in equilibrium . l.fuile t emperature 
and press ure may affect t be salinity sensor re adings , mass 
tran port of solute through the sensor will produce changes 
in the sensor conductivity. 
The soil psychrometer , then, depends on dP, dT and dni 
while t he salinity sensor depe nds principally on dni. These 
three incremental functions themselves depend on equilibrium 
9 
for precise definition a nd cannot be defined precisely i n 
thi s s tudy De c ause equilibrium will r a rely or ne ver be fully 
achieved. 
Equilibrium considerations 
Equilibrium is required by both types of sensors for 
precise system measurement . Mahan (1964, p. 7) suggests 
thre e crite ria essential to equilibrium: "First, the 
mechanical properties of a system must be uniform and con-
stant." "Second, the chemical composition of a system at 
equilibrium must be uniform, and there must be no ne t 
chemical reactions taking place ." The third criterion is 
" ••• that the temperature of the system must be uniform 
and must be the same as the temperature of the surroundings . " 
Moore (1962, pp . 99-100), on the other hand, states the 
criteria in a sligh tly different way. He says that "for 
thermal equilibrium it is necessary that the t empe r atures of 
all the phase s be the s ame ." Furthermore , he states that 
"for mechanica l equilibrium it is ne cessary that the pres-
sures of all the phases be the same." Finally, "for any 
compo nent i in t he system, the value of the chemical potell -
tial Pi must be the same in every phase, when the system is 
in equilibrium at con s tant T and P . " 
Such cond itio ns as these six impose the necessity for 
energy transfer to occur so that temperature, pressure and 
composition may e x ist unifo rmly throughout a system. 
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Mcasureme nt r equires equilibrium upset 
While macroscopic equilibrium is essential for the use 
of the two types of sensors herein co ns id ered, microscopic 
upset of that equilibrium is essential for measurement of 
the system parameters by t :1e sensors . 
The soil psychrometer requires mass transfer of water 
vapor in response to a thermal upset induced by an electro-
motive force, which in turn causes thermally induced elec-
tromotive force generation in proportion to t he rate of 
water vapor mass transfer. 
The salinity sensor, on the other hand, does not re-
quire equilibrium upset for any other reason than to balance 
an alternating-current bridge. During this operation, none 
of the three free energy terms is upset significantly, al -
though dni may be more than the othe r two . 
Such equilibrium upset must be sufficiently small to 
be negligible by comparison with macrosystem conditions. 
That is, the time necessary for equilibrium to be re-estab-
lished must be significantly less than the cycle time re-
quired by the parameter being measured, such as irrigation 
infiltrat ion time into a root zone . 
Water potentia l and salinity in soils 
Water pote ntia l has been defined in various ~~ays, but 
Slatyer and Taylor (1960, p. 922) have given a useful 
definition for our purpose . They say that " .water 
ll 
potential is the difference betwee tt the partial specific 
Gibbs free energy of water in the system under consideration 
and of free pure water at the same temperature (lvhich is the 
reference state) ." In other 1vords water potential is a 
measure of the tenacity with which water is held by some 
other system compared to the tenacity of a system of pure 
free water at a given temperature. 
Water potential is related to the problem of return 
flow water quality in at least two ways : first dissolved 
salts alter the osmotic potentia l of water in such a way 
that water transport for plar.t use may be altogether pre-
vented even while sufficient water remains in the soil to 
percolate into ground water and thence to return flow water . 
Second, the water potential in a soil , which is due to soil 
matrix is the significant soil water r~straining energy, and 
when that potential is high, water percolation is proportion-
ally more probable than lvhen potential is low . (Low water 
potential implies a value negative from zero while high 
water potential implies a value approaching zero frcrn t he 
ne gative side.) This statement is to imply that as P/P 0 
approaches unity, nenlecting salinity effects, the hydraulic 
conductivity approaches a maximum value . 
Salinity of soil lvater has usually been measured as 
conductivity of saturation extracts from field samples 
(Agricultural Handbook No. 60, 1954). Water has had con-
ductivity tests as well as chemical analyses run to determine 
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both quality and quantity of salt content. Perhaps the 
most significant influence s a linity has, as far as this 
study is concerned, is return flow water degradation which 
manifests itse lf in crop yield r educt io n , suppression of 
germination at seed time and water potential reduction. The 
water potential reduction results from suppression of P so 
that the value of P/P 0 is loo:~ered. 
13 
Salin"ty and Vater Potential Measurements 
Method s and sensors 
Th e most wide ly used method of measuri ng soil salinity 
is the mea ~ urement of electrical conductivity of a soil 
water paste or a water extract. Th ese methods are destructive 
and a re made under cond itions much different from those found 
in the field. The Richards (1966 ) sensor was designed to be 
used under field conditions . Almost no information is avail-
able on the reliability or precautions necessary with the use 
of this sensor. 
For the purposes of this study only those water potent-
ial sensors that measure the osmotic component will be con-
sidered. This restriction eliminates consideration of all 
water pote ntial sensors except th ose based on measurement of 
vapor pressure. Richards a nd Ogata (1958) and Zollinger, 
Camp be ll and Taylor (1966) described early vapor pressure 
measuri ng instruments tha t required precise temperature 
control a ttainable only in the laboratory. Rawlins and 
Dalto n (1967) later described a modification of these in-
struments t hat elimina ted the need for precise tempe rature 
con trol and a llowed field use of the ir instrumen ts. 
The salinity sensor 
The Richards (1 966 ) s a linity sensor c hosen for testing 
is sho;~n in figure l. It consists of two platinum screen 
electrod e s separated about 1.0 mrn and fired i n place - on a 
SOIL SALINITY SJ::\SOR 
F ig. I - Fron t and ~crlional \it'"" "hov.in;!: (I) cer:un ir phHt· . 
(2) rr(lnl !'C'rt•cn t•lt•rlrod(•, (a) had, d\•r t rodt• . (I) n)lon 
tul.Jinl!. (5) l'llO'\) bl~o<k. (1•) tlurmi'-lur, (j} uutN J.ucitt• ("a~··· 
(b) hpring rt•r hnldhtJ: the.· .,l'll"ith(.• C'h·m<>nl aa;:ninc<.t soil, 
(!1) rc l(·a~<' pin, and (Ill) pull \\irt•. 
Source: Richards (1 966 , p. 333) 
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porous ceramic insulator. A thermistor is imbedded in an 
epoxy block with the ceramic plate so that t ~1e porous cer-
amic plate has an exposed surface for solution adsorption. 
The thermistor provides for temperature measurement. The 
two platinum screen electrodes have wires extending from 
their edges to connect to an alternating-current bridge for 
measurement. 
Equilibrium of the sensor may be established by dif-
fusion of solute into or out of the porous ceramic plate at 
one end of the sensor. The pores in the ceramic plate are 
smal l enough to maintain ••ater saturation while soil water 
potential drops down to about a -15 bars water potential 
level i , the surrounding soil. Thermodynamically, this 
means that a sort of diffusion pressure forces the sensor 
to undergo dni incremental composition change of solute un-
t il at t he time of equilibrium, dni = 0. 
The soil psychrometer 
The soil psychrometer of Rawlins and Dalton (1967) 
consists of two c hromel-P-constantan thermocouple junctions 
surrounded by a porous ceramic bulb. One of the junctions 
consists of two parts : first, t !1e chromel-copper junction 
and second, the constanta n- copper junct ion, The two cop-
per wires that lead from this two-part junct ion extend out -
side of the psychrometer several feet. The type of soil 
psychrometer developed by Rawlins and Dalton (1967) is 
lG 
sho•.Jn in figure 2, and figure 3 shrnvs the electrical sche -
matic for measureme"t of sensor outrmt. 
The soil psychrometer depends for operation on the 
Peltier effect by which the single-part junction tempera-
ture is depressed as a result of current flow in opposite 
the normal direction; such temperature depression forces 
condensation of water vapor from the microatmosphere sur-
roundi ng the junction. A': ter cooling the junction , dif-
ferential voltage output by the two junctions is measured, 
and this voltage difference is related to the rate of water 
evaporation from the single-part junction , which is related 
to t he water vapor concentration . The water vapor con-
ce ntration at equilibrium with its liquid phase is an 
express ion of the activity of that tvater . Thus, t he energy 
status of the water in liquid phase may be deduced by com-
pariso ns between voltage readings over soil samples and 
those over standard molal sugar or salt solutions . 
5 
3 
~7 
I~:--- 2 em --->1 
Figure 2 . - -Cros s section and exp l oded vie11 of th< 
thermocoup le psychr o.nctc r us<ld for measur ing so il Ha t er 
potent i a l in situ . 
Source : Rawli ns a nd Dalton (196 7, p . 2 99 ) 
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0 
Figure 3 . --Diagram of the electrical 
circuit for the t he rmo couple psychro:ncter . 
Source: Raw lins and D3lton (1 96 7, p . 299) 
iETHODS ~!D HATERIALS 
Equilibrium Time Tests at ~vo Temperatures 
with Constant Pressure 
The soil psychrome t er 
19 
The main objective of this study was to determine t he 
diffusion response time of the sensor to an abrupt change 
in salt concentration at the sensor face . Heasurements ••ere 
made ••ith temperatures c onstant throughout t:1e test . Two 
different temperature regimes ••ere stud ie d . 
A controlled temperature wate r bath was set up i nside 
a controlled t emperature room. The ba th was controlled to 
~O.OOlC by a Hallikainen Thermotrol and monitored by both 
a thermistor bridge output to a Leeds & Nor thrup r ecorder 
and a Dymec Quartz Thermometer . Room temperature was 21 .7 
~o . sc. Atmospheric pressure averaged 641.2 mm Hg during 
the tests . 
Thermocouple differential voltages we re measured by 
bvo systems : a 419-A Hewl ett -Packard D. c. Null Voltmeter 
and a Leeds & 'orthrup D. c . Null Detector output to a Leeds 
& Northrup Speed001ax 11 , Compact AZAR recorde r. 
Five solutions of Ca Cl2 were prepared: O. l m, 0.2m, 
0.3m, 0.4m and O.Sm (molal). Erlenmeyer flas ks with a 
capacity of 125 ml were filled with 100 g of each solution 
and suspended by a wood rack into the controlled tempera -
ture 1-1ater bath . Five similar flasks with 100 g of distilled 
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1~ater 1vere placed opposite the soluti on flasks in the bath , 
and all flasks <ve r e stoppe red with rubbe r stoppers. 
After the flask temperatures had reached bath tempera -
ture, soil psychrome ters were placed in the contents of each 
flask a nd stoppers <~ere r einstalled. Ten minu tes after the 
psychrome ters we r e installed i n the flasks, measureme nts at 
ten-minute intervals <~ere begun . When maximum or minimum 
re adings had been repeated two or three times, t he psychrom -
eters wore remove d from the ir flasks a nd exchange d with 
their oppos ites ; t~at is, t hose in pure water were placed in 
salt solutions and those in salt solutions were placed i n 
pure water . Ag a in readings were recorded at ten-minute in-
terva ls until maximum or minimum values were r epeated. 
Soil-wate r-salt and soil-water solutions 1~ere prepared 
and placed in 125 ml Erlenmeyer flas ks, and the flasks were 
stoppered and suspended from the ~Vood rack into the con-
trolled tempe rature bath water . The soil-water-salt solution 
consisted of 70 g of 1.0 molal Ca Cl2 solution mixed 1~ith 
llO g of Millville silt loam soil to make a thin paste. The 
soil-wate r solution consis ted of 63.01 g of distilled water 
mixed with llO g of Millville silt loam soil to matte a thin 
paste . Bot h solutions were prepared by adding soil to t he 
liquid phase and then mixing the conten ts 1~ith a malt mixer . 
A soil psychrometer was placed i n each soil solution, 
and measurements were recorded, as before , at ten-minute 
intervals . Afte r maximum and minimum measurements \ve re 
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repea t ed , t he r..ro psychrometers were exchanged and meas ure-
ment s r ecorde d until max imum and minimum values were re-
peated . 
The sa linity s e nsor 
The objective of this equilibrium time test was t o 
measure sensor response time to salt concentration changes 
at b~o fixed external temperatures and constant pressure . 
The soil-,~ater -salt , soil-water a nd water - salt solutions 
described and used for the soil psychrometer tests were used 
for t he salinity sensor tests in a s i milar way . An industrial 
Instrument , Inc ., mode l RC-lB Conduct i v i ty Br idge was used t o 
measure the sensor resistance . The two sa l inity sensors used 
in the tests were first brought to equi l ibrium in sal ine and 
non-salit~ solutions and t hen exchanged and monitored at 
t en -minute intervals unt il values were r epeated on either of 
the two sensors . This procedure was fol l owed at two temp -
eratures while pressures remained constant. 
Equilibrium Time Tests with Variable Pressure 
and Concentration 
The s oil ps ychrometer and salinity sensor 
Various pressures were applied to both soil psyc:, rom-
eters and salinity sensors and the systems they were to 
measure so that pressure influe nce could be evaluated for 
each sensor . 
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A fifteen-bar pre ssure plate 3 was installed in a co n-
trolle d temperature water bath. The porous plate was rinsed 
thoroughly with distilled water and then soaked i n distil-
led uatcr prior to placing it in the pressure chambe r. Two 
soil psychrometers and ~vo salinity sensors were placed in-
side the pressure chamber , and the lead wires from these 
four sensors Here threaded through tlvO l/4 inch holes in 
the pressure chamber wall. The holes l·lere sealed and the 
wires fastened in place by waterproof epoxy. The porous 
ceramic plate was removed from distilled water and instal-
led quickly into the pressure chamber, and 40 ml of distilled 
water was poured over the plate to keep it moist during 
sample placement and cnamber closure. 
A soil-water- salt solution was mixed in a 125 ml Erlen-
meyer flask using a malt mixer; 75.72 g of 0.1 molal Ca Cl2 
solution was mixed with 100 g of Hillville silt loam soil. 
The soil-1vater-salt solution was divided with 25 ml going 
into a 50 ml beaker and the remainder into a ring conta i ner 
placed on top of the porous ceramic pressure pla te. 
One salinity sensor and one soil psychrometer were 
placed in solution in the 50 ml beaker , while the other soil 
psychrometer and salinity sensor were placed in the soil-
water-salt solution contained by the ring on t he porous 
pressure plate. 
3Manufacturcd by Soil Noisture Equipment Company of 
Santa Darbara , California . 
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The rubbe r seal ring and pressure chamber lid were set 
in place a nd fastened with the bolts provided, and the bolts 
were tightened alternately and evenly to insure against 
leaks. 
Water was placed in the controlled temperature water 
bath to a depth of five or six inches above the top of the 
pressure chamber lid. Oath temperature was t hen brought 
to 24 . 993C, and equilibrium was establis:1ed sufficiently 
well to obtain repeat re adings with no change in thermo-
couple zero offset over a ten-minute i nterval. At this 
equilibrium point the sensor readings we r e r ecorded . 
The pressure in the chamber was elevated from ambient 
atmospheric to S.l bars gage . Sensor measurements were 
recorded at ten -minute intervals until repeat readings 
were obtained or bi - directional variations be~~eer. readings 
were apparent. Pressure 1~as then reduced to 2 . 7 bars gage , 
1.4 bars gage, 0. 7 bar gage and 0 . 0 bar gage , and measure -
ments at equilibrium were recorded for each pressure value. 
All measurements ~~ere made using the equipment previously 
descri bed for t hat sensor except that noise level was suf-
ficiently high that only the Hewlett - Packard D. c . Null 
Voltmeter was used for soil psyc hrometer output measure-
ment. Throughout this phase of the test , t he temperature 
of the bath was controlled to 24 . 993 ~O . OOlC. 
RESULTS A'D DISCUSSIO:I 
Equilibrium Time Tests at Two Temperatures 
with Constant Pressure 
The soil psychraneter 
The time vs sensor readings after an abrupt change in 
salt concentration are shown in figures 4 and 5. If the 
process of salt water movement i nt o the sensor were simply 
a process of diffusion, a plot of sensor reading vs log 
time would yield a straight line (similar to infiltration 
of water in to soil) . 
The curves shown in figure 4 appear to be sigmoid curves 
such as one might get from i ntegrating the area under a skew-
ed be 11 curve . Perhaps t he sigmoid shape is the result of 
more than diffusion of solute to the interior wall of the 
porous ceramic bulb . For example , consider the case of a 
non-unifonn, porous, ceramic cup . If one i nterior point of 
the cup "ere reached by the diffusing solution sooiier than 
anot ~er interior point, then a gradient would be established 
be~een tbose ~o points throug h the vapor phase. I f the 
sensor ~•ere placed centrally in that vapor path, the 
measureme nts of that sensor would be modified in sue, a 
way as to reflect the energy status of the vapor stream 
rather than the t otal interior space of the sensor . Such 
influence would be eliminated only by establishing equil -
ibrium among the vapor sources . 
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The curves in figure 4 all sh01~ a similar tendency, and 
the poi n t~ nlong a curve may be considered i n terms of curve 
slope at those points, that is, ~· where v is voltage and t 
is time. If %f Here a log function, the value/~jwould be 
constantly decreasing, but such i s seen to be not the case . 
In fact, the slope variatio~ indicates that same critical 
value is reached at the inflection point of tne curves where 
maximum reaction does occur, but significance of this maxi-
mum rate is not known unle ss it represents the point of 
convergence of the pure water to solution and solution to 
pure t~ater diffusion curves combined . If such were the 
case, the departure of the curves in figures 8 and 9 from 
straight lines could be explained by the fact that tHo 
phenomena each capable of log plot overlapped but not sym-
m~ trically . 
A comparison of figures 4 an~ 5 indicates that the ad-
. sorption times to equilibrium t~ere longer than desorption 
time s , except in the case of the soil-Hater-salt solution. 
;,n,y this is so is not knO\~ n . Perhaps the influence of the 
double layer i n the soil solution acted as a modifier of ion 
transport into t .~,e porous c eramic cup in such a way that 
diffusion times were nearly equal for both adsorption and 
desorption despite the persistance of the si&moid shape in 
the adsorption curve. 
The straightness of the desorption curve on semi-log 
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paper sh=n iro figure 9 i s some1~hat surprising , ~Yith only 
the slig. test reverse sigmoid t endency. 
Perhaps the logarithmic tendency of t ~e desorptio n curve 
and the departure from logarithmic of the adsorption curve 
are related to t :.e domina :-t t influence of pure free ~Yater o .1 
the interior micro atmosphere of the soil psychrometer cup. 
Th at is, as lo ·1g as pure free water remained anywhere on the 
interior ~Vall of the porous cup, the influence of that pure 
free water was probably far greater on t he micro atmosphere 
than its proportion of the total surface . I f such were the 
c ase , the micro atmosphere would tend to be wetter tvith a 
consequent l o~Yer microvolt differential output. Apparently 
t h i s is what happens. The influence of such a phenomenon 
will be discusse d later . 
The thermodynamic interpretation of the soil psychrome ter 
data indicates that in the equation dG = - SdT + VdP + ~Jli dni , 
one must look only at the last t erm because of its relation 
to '/' t hrough P/P 0 • Hmvever , if entropy i s cons iderC'd a driv -
ing force , perhaps it will be necessary to c onsider another 
term of this equat ion or perhaps anothe r e quation . 
\Jhen t ~.e soil psychrometer function i s c onsidered in 
terms of thermodynamics, explanation is simplified . For 
example, if one introduces a porous ceramic cup saturated 
with pure free water into a salt solution and treats entropy 
as a driving force , the pure water in the cu p tvill te nd to 
become randonized as salt enters and simultaneously the 
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free energy of the water will decrease and manifest itse lf 
in t ' :e form of reduced vapor pressure in proportion to the 
molar conce ntration of the solute present in the otherwise 
pure t•ate r at a given time . Siuce entropy can not manifest 
itself in the presence of complete order except as a driving 
forc e or tendency, the influence of residual tvater , free 
from salt influence, on interior walls of the porous ceramic 
cup would dominate, and the differential voltage output 
would be 1~• . The data collected support this hypothesis. 
On the other hand, when a porous ceramic cup saturated 
with Ca Cl2 solution is introduced into pure, free water, 
the entropy change of the pure, free water is assured by the 
solute present because there is no pure, free water to mani-
fest its influence without energy input from surroundings. 
If all external dP, dV, dT and dni remain excl~ded from the 
system, the system entropy i ncreases in proportion to the 
solute present. Conseque ntly, the differential voltage out-
put is not suppressed in a tvay contrary to the influence of 
normal solute diffusion, and a nearly straight line res ults 
i.f a semi-log plot of desorption is made . These conclusions 
justify both the use of the equation stated and the restric-
tion of this treatment to the last term of t ' ,at equation if 
Raoult's Law holds for l/' = RT ln pjpO . Raoul t 's Lat• states 
that p = ni po 
nt 
or 
p pO = ni in t"hich 
-· nt 
nt = total moles and 
the other symbols have the same me an ings as before . 
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Uniformity of plot curvature prevents us from resorting 
to a s t raight line on the log plot of the desorption curve 
even thou gh it approaches a straight line. 
If the conductivity equation from Agricultural Ha ttdbook 
60 (19 54 , p. 17) is used for calculating soil water energy 
depression with i ncreased salt concentration and we assume 
a saturation extract which measures 4 m mhos cm-1, the re-
sulting osmotic pressure change predicted is 0.36 x 4 = 1.44 
bars. If 0.1 molal Ca Cl2 solution has an osmotic pressure 
of 4.42 bars and a proportio nal psychrometric desorption 
time is sought, the result lvill be about ten minutes. Such 
propor i ion~ lity probably does not hold, however. This is 
evidenced by the desorption curve differences of time against 
voltage output which is proportional to solute concentration. 
In fact, a mo~e probable equilibrium time requirement for 
desorption would be thirty minutes . 
The salinity sensor 
The salinity sensor adsorption-time curve s in figure 6 
differs from the desorptio n- time curves in figure 7. Dif-
fusion of salt into the sensor was much more r apid than 
loss of salt from the sensor . This response was opposite 
that of the psychrometer, but probably such a differe nce 
tvas accountable to the fact that the salt itself was the 
component being measured whereas the salt effect upon the 
water and the <ce upon the water vapor was the route of 
10 
Time (minutes) 
100 
Fig ure 10 . Sa linity sensor log -l og plot of o . Sr:1 soluti on 
adsorption and desorption (resistance vs t ime) 
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adsorption and desorption (resistance vs time) 
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psychr~~et ric measurement change. The salinity sensor ap-
parently did not have an intermediate substance or phase 
i nfluence because the logarithmic plot of data points yield-
ed a nearly straight line, as sh~vn in figures 10 and ll, 
for botb adsorption and desorption. 
Ad s orption was more rapid in 25C water than in l3.8C 
tvater by nearly t:tvicc. T:1i s result was expected purely be-
cause of doubling of reaction rate for each lOG temperature 
rise. 
Time lag of the sensors ranged from an adsorption time 
of SO to 130 minutes while desorption from maximum conducti-
vity of the sensor to a reading of 1000 ohms resistance 
ranged from 160 to 190 minutes, and 230 to 270 minutes tlere 
required to attai ~ 1700 ohms resistance, depe nding on tem-
perature. 
Equilibrium Time Tests with Variable Pressure 
and Molar Concentration 
The soil psychrometer 
When pressure of 5.1 bars gage was applied to the soil-
water-salt systems in tvhic!1 the soil psychrometers were im-
mersed, their readings dropped from about 0 . 85 microvolt 
average to 0,05 microvolt average. 
Such a lar;;e percentage c !"la nge over such a narrotv pres-
sure change was somewhat surprising , and preliminary obser-
vations led to the assumptio .• that t ~: e inc reased pressure 
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h ad L :d uc e d sensor failure. This assumption proved l ater to 
be i 1 <rror. The search for an explanation to descri ~e the 
conseque nce of the pressure chan g e led to t he hypothesis 
that i f the macrosystem of thermodynamics lvere replaced by 
the microsystem of mole cular dynamics, the consequence of 
such a pressure change mi ght be explainable. On the basis 
of molecular kinetics an increase of pressure should in-
crease the pro~ability of colision by some constant raised 
to an exponential value. But all the wh ile the p a rtial 
vapor pressure should remain constan t if in fact it were 
dependent on tempe r a tu re only a~d temperature did not c hange. 
Naturally , such i ncreased interference as that which would 
re su 1 t from increased pressure 1vould impede water vapor 
flow in t l•e micro atmosphere surrou 11ding the psychrometer 
thermocouple cold junction. If such were the case , then 
ei ther increasing the gradient or increas i ng t he cooling 
time of the thermocouple would yield a higher reading th a n 
th a t a va ila ble by the ordinary cooling method . The gradient 
c ould not be increased because of I· R heating , so the cool -
i ng period was lengthened . Th e r esult was as postulated ; 
t he increased c ooling time did yield values well above those 
availa ble by the normal method . For example, whereas the 
5 rna current for 15 seco.1ds yielded values of 0 . 00 p v and 0 . 20 
pv, the 5 rna current for 90 seco1ds yielded values of 0 . 12 pv 
and 0 . 3 6 )l\·, respectively . These resu : ts prompted t he 
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step-tdsc p1·cssure reduction and measurement at each pressure 
step. The results appear in table 2 and figure 12. 
While such results are re stricted to pressures positive 
from 0 . 85 bar absolute to 5.1 bars gage , by far the greatest 
change is betwee ~ 0.85 bar absolute and 0.7 bar gage. Such 
results prompt the conclusion that each sensor must be cali -
brated at that atmospheric pressure at lvhich it will be used ; 
otherwise the calibration may t..rell be invalid. 
The data on t..rhich figures 12 and 13 are based relate to 
equilibrium after extraction of some of the water from the 
sample on the porous ceramic plate. The differential voltage 
shift in the sample contained in the 50 ml beaker may be ac-
countable to increased water activity which r esulted in rapid 
vapor transfer into the solution. Such a conclusion could 
account for t he l.O to 0.65 microvolt equilibrium value 
change of that s '..uti on . While this is possible, its prob-
ability is not known to me. 
The salinity sensor 
'rhc results of the pressure influence on salinity sensor 
equili !Jrium are shmvn in table '• and figure 13. 
Perhaps t .. e most prominant quality observable from these 
data is tl .e nea1·ly complete lack of change of the sensors. 
Even the plate sample from which t..rater lvas extracted shcMs 
no influence on sensor resistance. Possibly this l ack of 
indicatio .. is related to the compar itive ly slow desorption 
charnct ristics of the salinity sensors. 
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Table l. S oil psychrometer EHF output during Ca Cl2 
solution adsorption from 7 c on c entrations 
Soil 
Elapsed Water 
Time T=l3 . 8c Salt T=24.9 9C 
(min .) o. rm 0 . 2m 1L~m 0 .Zim 1l . 5m l.1liii 0. 3m 
0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
10 o.o 0.32 0.32 0.0 0,46 0.78 o.o 
20 0.86 0.25 0.50 0.68 1.14 5.68 2.22 
30 0.59 1.03 0.57 3.88 2.28 7.75 5.55 
40 1.17 2.32 1.51 4.78 5.02 9.55 7.20 
50 1.32 2.67 2.94 5.70 5.47 10.83 6.64 
60 1.46 2.94 3.21 5.92 6.84 11.88 7.20 
70 6.15 6.84 12.40 
80 1.49 3,32 3.60 6.15 6.38 13.10 
90 13.59 
100 1.64 13.35 
110 1.52 13.35 
120 13.89 
130 13.89 
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Table 2 . Soil psychrometer EMF output during Ca Cl2 
solution desorption of 7 solutions 
Soil 
Elapsed Water 
Time T=l3.8C Salt T=24 . 99C 
(min.) o . rm tl . 2m ri . ~m 0. 4m o. 5m LOrn <L~m 
0 1.55 3.32 3.60 6.37 8 . 20 16 .3 7.2 0 
10 1.44 2.2 6 1.35 5.70 5.24 14.4 4.15 
20 0.42 0.50 3 . 88 2.50 10.59 2.22 
30 0.57 o. 77 0 .21 2 . 28 1.14 7.22 1.3 9 
40 0.14 0.57 0.0 1.37 0.46 5. 68 0 . 28 
50 0 .0 0.27 0.0 0.46 0.23 4. 91 0.0 
60 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.23 0.23 4.13 o.o 
70 0.0 0.0 0.0 3. 62 
80 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 3.21 
90 3. 87 
100 2.67 
110 2.40 
120 1.87 
13 0 1.87 
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Table 3. Salinity sensor resistance during adsorption of 
solution . 
Time Resistance Time Resistance Time Resistance 
(min.) (ohms ) (min.) (ohms ) (min.) (ohms) 
Se nsor 1102 at l3.8C 
0 90 600 180 4 90 
100 650 190 460 
200 480 
10 4800 110 600 210 470 
20 3100 120 560 220 480 
30 1800 130 500 230 460 
40 1310 140 520 240 460 
50 1010 150 540 250 
60 800 160 510 260 
70 790 170 530 270 
80 640 
Sensor 1106 at 25C 
0 6570 40 210 
10 5 90 50 195 
20 310 60 195 
30 230 70 190 
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Table 4 . Salinity sensor r esistance during desorption of 
solution. 
Time Resistance Time Resistance Time Resist an c e 
(min.) (ohms) (min .) (ohms) (min.) (ohms) 
Sensor 1102 at 2SC 
0 200 100 690 190 
10 310 110 200 1330 
20 3 60 120 820 210 1490 
30 400 130 880 220 
40 4SO 140 890 230 
so 480 lSO 9SO 240 1800 
60 sos 160 1000 2SO 
70 S60 170 1150 260 
80 S80 180 1190 270 
90 630 
Sensor 1106 at 13.8C: 
0 300 100 S70 190 1000 
10 310 110 S80 200 1100 
20 380 120 610 210 1180 
30 400 130 680 220 1250 
40 390 140 730 230 1310 
so 400 150 780 240 1470 
60 4SO 160 800 2SO lSlO 
70 480 170 900 260 1S90 
80 soo 180 910 270 1700 
90 500 
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Figure 12. Soil psychrometer El'!F vs pressure . 
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Joi;1t Set sor Functio" and Lysimeter Tests 
Sensor fu'lction 
J\ oth salinity sensors a nd soil psychrometers respond to 
changes of t emperature and molar concentration. However, 
the salin ity sensor operates directly in response to salt 
whereas soil psychrometers respond to changes in vapor 
pressure. Thus the soil psychrometer is an i <1direct mcasure-
me .l t device whereas the salinity sensor is a direct meas ure-
ment de vice. 
The directness of access to measurement probably in-
flue nces t ll e s hape of t ue curves in figures 4, S, 6 and 7. 
Furthermore, the departure of p sychrometer curves from 
simple infiltration r ate curves probably is the result of 
such i ndirectness of measurement. 
If water infiltration r ate for sand were 0.5 inc i. hour- 1 
into a root zone 4 feet deep and the water - holding capacity 
were l inch foot-1 , then 8 hours would be required to fill 
t he root zone. If irrigation uniformity demanded that ap -
plicatio .: tirae be 1/LI inf iltration time, b 1en application 
time would be 2 hours. If sensors were placed at 2-foot 
intervals to a depth of 6 feet, t he first sali~ ity sensor 
would reach equilibrium if salt adsorption prevailed, about 
the time I·Ta ter 1vould reach the second sensor while the soil 
psychrometer 1vould equilibrate in about l/8 t hat time. 
Althou[lh de s or>?tion would not alter psychromete r performance 
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si;:; .:.f icantly, it •~ould prolong the equilibrium process for 
the salinity sensor far beyond the . i me r equired to fill the 
root zon e . The water infiltrat ion r ate for clay would help 
relieve this problem because it is abou t l/3 to l/10 that of 
sand . The sensors would , therefore, have 3 to 10 times 
longer in clay t han i n sand for equilibrium to be established. 
Such hypothetical results indicate t hat r esponse times of 
both salinity sensors and soil psychrometers a re satisfactory 
fo r use in quality control of return-flo;;r water. Ho<1ever , 
other characteristics of t he soil psychrometer make it un-
suitable. 
Lysime ter tests 
Lysimeter data collected between March 1, 1969 a od 
Hay 4 , 1969 are shown in tables 5 through 8. While t hese 
data do not represent an essential part of t h is experiment, 
the y did sho'~ the ne ed for t hese sensor tests. These data 
shcrw time , depths and measurements for the lysime ter that 
was treated wi t h 1000 g Ca c12 on April 7, and again on 
April 9, 1969 . 
The measurements tabulated shcM that increased salt 
was present during both t he water co~d uctivity tests a nd 
t ne chloride ion t ests beg i nning April 7, 1969. F urther-
more, tabulat ions sho# that salt probably did not re ach 
beyo!ld the 1 6-inch depth. 
The salinity sensors s . m~ed similar re sults a t the 
Ta 1le 5. Salinity sens or electrical conductivity vs 
time at give n depths in the l ysimeter 
(m mhos cm-l) 
Time 
3-l-69 
3-3 
3-5 
3-8 
3-15 
3-27 
3-29 
3-31 
4-2- 69 
4-7 
4-9 
4-14 
4-16 
4- 19 
4-24 
4-26 
5-4-69 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2 . 0 
3.8 
3.1 
5.0 
5.1 
4.5 
3.3 
5.0 
5.2 
l 26 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
Salt Added 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.1 
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2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.2 
2.0 
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Dot tom 
2.1 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.3 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.5 
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Table 6 . l.fater- sample extract electrical c onductivity 
va time at !iven depths in the lysimetcr 
(m mhos em- ) 
Dept i1 (inches ) 
Time b ro ~b :35 Bottom 
3-l-69 0.58 0.92 1.28 
3-3 0. 78 1.01 1.30 
3-5 0.97 0.97 1.21 
3-8 0.92 1.12 1.21 
3-15 1.42 1.57 1.36 
3-27 0.63 0.95 1.16 
3-29 0.82 0.83 0.81 
3-31 0.62 0.82 1.19 
4-2 0.68 0.99 0. 94 
Salt Added 
4-7 2.56 1.18 1.22 
4-9 2.70 1.19 l.ll 
4-14 6.00 1.20 1.50 
4-16 6.20 1.30 1.33 
4-19 4.50 1.05 1.40 
4- 24 4.22 0.90 1.05 1.90 1.22 
4-2 6 4.26 1.18 0. 92 1.01 0.89 
5-4 2.90 1.20 1.28 1.55 1.28 
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Table 7. Chloride ion concentration vs time at given 
depths in the lysimeter (ppm) 
Depth (i0ches ) 
Time 0 rr; 2i5 ~i5 Bottom 
3-l-69 2.49 l.Sl l.Sl 
3-3 l.O l.O 
3-5 6.47 
3-8 1.42 l.O 
3-15 1.42 5.05 6.21 
3-27 o. 7l 4.26 0.71 
3-29 1.35 4.35 4.90 
3-31 l.O 0.18 3.90 
4-2 l.O 3.37 3.37 
Salt Added 
4-7 78.9 9.60 
4-9 747.0 28.8 6.84 
4-14 12.3 
4-16 1480.0 11.0 
4-19 936.0 32.8 7.45 
4-24 48.2 236 7.04 
4-26 
5-4 
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Tab le 8 . Soil psychrometer EHF vs time a t givet . depths 
in t he l ysimeter 
Time 
3-1-69 
3 -3 
3 -5 
3-10 
3-27 
4-7- 69 
4- 9 
4- 14 
4-19 
4-2 5 
4-26 
4-2 13 
5 - 3 - 69 
7- 9-69 
6 
5.1 
5.0 
4 .2 
0.4 
0.4 
0. 6 
0.3 
0.6 
0 .5 
2.25 
Detth (inches) 
2.2 
2.3 
0.2 
0. 8 
0.4 
0.2 
O.l 
O.l 
0.2 
1.2 
1.2 
0.8 
0.2 
0.6 
0.6 
0 .3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
0. 6 
1.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.25 
Dot tom 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 
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16-inch leve l. The psychrometers did not register a defin-
ite ch ange u ntil ne · rly 90 days after the first salt ap-
~licatio< , an d this change may have been the result of 
surface evaporation rather than salinity effect. 
Such failure of t.Je soil psychrometer may be explained 
by t he hypothesis stated earlier in which pure water in-
flue r.ce Ha s said to predominate over saline solution influ-
ence. Thus the indirectness of measurement appears to have 
signif icant consequences o .1 t -.e soil psych rometer measure-
ments. 
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SUM1 !A!l.Y A"'D crncw:ncc~ s 
The objective o[ t h is study was to evaluate the response 
times of the salinity se ,,s or developed by Ric .oards (19 66 ) 
and the soil psyc ,l rome ter developed by Ra1~ lin s and Dalton 
(19 67). These response t:imes were to be measured in such 
a 1~ay t hat not more than one tenn in the Gibbs free energy 
equation 1-1ould vary during a test run. In t .~is way t he 
influence of changes of temperature, pressure and molar 
conce ntration could be measured independently. 
Salinity sensor re sponse t:ime to equilibrium duri ng 
salt adsorption ranged from 50 minutes at 25C to 130 minutes 
at 13 . 8C. Response time during desorption 1-1as not measured 
to equilibrium, but th e time range from maximum sensor 
conductivity to 1000 ohms resistance was from 160 minutes 
· at 25C to 190 minutes at l3. 8C , and the time range to 1700 
ohms resistance 1-1as from 230 minutes at 258 to 270 minutes 
at 13 .sc. Haximum resistance readi ng s were assumed to 
exis t after 24 hours of equilibration even t h ough equilib-
rium was not yet complet ly demo,lstratcd. Pressure ch anges 
had little or no effect on the sensors. 
Consideration of t hese re sponse time requirements in 
the light of averag. water infiltrat ion times into sand 
and clay prompts the conclusion that the salinity sensors 
te sted may be useful instruments for quality control of 
of return-flol·l water . 
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Respo~se times of the soil psychrometer ranGed from 60 
minutes at 25C to 80 minutes at l3. 8C during adsorption of 
salt solution Hhile desorption of sal t solution, required 
from 40 minutes at l3. 8C to 50 minutes at 25C. The lon ge r 
desorptio n time at the higher temperature is probably re-
lated to the persistance of entropic influence caused by 
initial saturation of the sensor by saline solution . Such 
respo ~1se t imes as the se are acceptable for both sand a :1 d 
clay soils. 
Pressure c hanges altered psychrometer outputs as much 
as 300 percent over a 0.7 bar ran ge , and t .1e greatest pres-
sure effect occurred immediately above t he average atmos-
pheric pressure. 
Preliminary lysimeter tests using t ;·,e soil psychrome ter 
indicated that salinity in the soil near the s ensor did not 
influence the sensor with any degree of c erta inty during the 
90 days fo llowing the application of salt. These preliminary 
lysimeter test s coupled with the response time tests of t his 
study ind icate that more testing must be done before conclus-
ive results are obtabed. nut on t he basis of these results 
the soil psyc :1 romete r is coa sidere d not suitable for use in 
quality control of return - f 101~ water . T:-. is co nclusion is 
based on the proposition t hat t he method of sensor ope ration 
is not sufficiently direct to override t he promi na nt i~flu ­
ence of pure, free water 1-1hich s eems to mask the i nf luence 
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of salt, at least in a real soil system such as that i n the 
lysimetcr. 
The follo,ving suggestions are offered 1.rith the ho pe 
of dimin i shing t he problems encountered during this study: 
l. Make the porous ceramic plate that holds the 
salinity sensor electrodes apart , t hinner and 
more uniform to yield bet t e r repe atability and 
faster r esponse time. 
2. Test the soil psychroneter at the interface of 
a saline soil a nd a non - saline soil to establish 
the actual vs the theoretical influence of pure 
free water on measured water potential using 
various salt concentrations in the saline soil. 
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